
SZG 9.14mm tempered laminated glass door canopy - Best Glass
Canopy Manufacturer and factory in China

The laminated glass canopy provides practical feature to a house. Usually placed above the entrance
doors, glass canopy keeps the weather away from the outside doors ,the clear glass canopy
will allow more natural light transmit to the entrance area.

Glass option:Laminated glass is highly recommended for overhead glazing.

Hardware: Available per customer request  (If your glass length is greater than 2000mm (78''), we suggest
3 sets of hardware,otherwise 2 sets are enough)

http://https://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/clear-laminated-glass.htm
http://https://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/clear-laminated-glass.htm


Advantages :

1. Laminated glass is widely used in glass canopy projects, when the laminated glass broken ,it will remain
integral to the film that minimizing the risk of injury people

2. High Strength toughened laminated glass canopy can withstand heavier impacts, load heavier weight ,
the laminated glass canopy can overcome the strong wind and snow loads.

3. The angle of the glass canopy subjected to be adjusted to 90° or d 95°.

Functions:

1. This glass canopy offer a high practical function to building ,provides protection from all weather factors
when enter and exist.



2. This laminated glass canopy has good transmission of light, and the inter layer film can reduce the
transmission of harmful ultraviolet ray.

3. Cover the corridor between buildings or to transportation.

4. Identify the entry and make it as welcoming place.

 

IMAGES: 

Specifications:

Glass name:Laminated Tempered Glass Door Canopy system

Glass thickness: 9.52mm glass canopy, 11.52mm glass canopy,13.52mm glass canopy,17.52mm glass
canopy,21.52mm glass canopy etc



Regular Size: Customized sizes base on clients

Package: Exportation wooden crates, carton box service is available

 



Quality standards:
The tempered laminated glass produced by SZG glass factory meets standards as below:
1. Chinese Safety Glass Compulsory Certification (CCC) and ISO 9001.  
2. BS 6206 certificate of UK safety glass standard.    
3. EN 12150 CE certificate of European safety glass standard. 
4. SGCC certificate of American laminated safety glass standard.

 

Production lines:

 



Safety Packing & Loading:



 




